Abstract. We prove that an odd triperfect number has at least eleven distinct prime factors.
However, the existence of an odd triperfect (OT) number is an open question. McDaniel [4] and Cohen [2] proved that an OT number has at least nine distinct prime factors; the author proved that it has at least ten prime factors [3] , and Beck and Najar [1] showed that it exceeds 1050.
In this paper we prove Theorem. IfN is OT, N has at least eleven distinct prime factors.
2. Proof of Theorem. Throughout this paper we let 10 n=YIpï, ; = i where p¡'s are odd primes, px < ■ ■ ■ < pl0 and a ¡'s are positive integers. We callpf' a component of N and write pf< 11 N.
The following lemmas are easy to prove: Lemma 1. If N is OT, a¡'s are even for 1 < i < 10.
Lemma 2. // N is OT and q is a prime factor of a(pf') for some i, then q = 3 or q = Pjfor some], 1 < j < 10.
The following lemmas are stated in [5] .
MASAO KISHORE Lemma 3. Suppose q is a prime, q~^2 and a > 1. Then o(qa) has a prime factor p such that a + 1 is the order of q modulo p except for q = 2 and a = 5 and for q = a Mersenne prime and a = 1. In particular a + 11 p -1. 
